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ABSTRACT

We experimentally demonstrate that a rainbow-based metamaterial, created by a graded array of resonant rods attached to an elastic beam,
operates as a mechanical delay-line by slowing down surface elastic waves to take advantage of wave interaction with resonance. Experiments
demonstrate that the rainbow effect reduces the amplitude of the propagating wave in the host structure. At the same time, it dramatically
increases both the period of interaction between the waves and the resonators and the wavefield amplitude in the rod endowed with the har-
vester. Increased energy is thus fed into the resonators over time: we show the enhanced energy harvesting capabilities of this system.

VC 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0023544

The opportunity to realize novel metamaterial devices in
mechanics has recently attracted growing interest within the research
community. In the context of elastic waves, considerable effort has
been devoted to the investigation of novel wave control mechanisms
motivated by the numerous applications of technological relevance
involving vibrations, such as nondestructive evaluation,1,2 isolation,3,4

acoustic absorption,5,6 and wave enhancement and manipulation.7–11

Metamaterials are often employed in combination to create multi-
physics materials that leverage energy conversion phenomena between
mechanical deformations and, for instance, electrical stimuli via piezo-
electric coupling. This strategy has been exploited in the past to obtain
multifunctional devices.12 In this context, among the promising function-
alities of acoustic metamaterials, focusing and mirroring of energy13,14

have been successfully employed for flexural waves15,16 and extended to
vibration energy harvesting using piezoelectric materials.17–20

A versatile way to manipulate elastic surface waves leverages
graded metasurfaces, which are structures incorporating the gentle
variation of resonating elements placed on, or within, the surface. This
modulation strategy was conceived, and functionally designed, to

achieve broadband and efficient performance in deep elastic substrates
(half-spaces) for surface elastic Rayleigh wave trapping21,22 through a
phenomenon generally known in physics as the rainbow effect.23–25 A
peculiar characteristic of these systems is their mode conversion capa-
bility, allowing surface Rayleigh waves to hybridize into bulk shear21,22

and pressure26 waves. These all rely upon grading the system and
obtaining frequency selective spatial separation; initially explored in
electromagnetism in order to tailor a negative-index “left-handed”
waveguide,23 the rainbow effect has been later investigated in acous-
tics,27 water waves,28 and fluid loaded plates,29 amongst others.

A purely theoretical study30 recently claimed high performance
for a graded metamaterial30 that was functionally designed to enhance
the energy harvesting from a host structure; there were naturally
assumptions such as linearity, and lack of losses, that could modify the
performance of a real device. Here, we carefully explore these theoreti-
cal claims with a thorough investigation both numerically and experi-
mentally of the wavefield and of the real harvesting performances of
the device, which is of paramount importance for applications. The
graded array of resonating rods is employed to manipulate the wave
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propagation, by inducing a wavenumber transformation along the
structure. This effect, on one hand, allows us to slow-down waves and
de facto increases the interaction time between the wave and the har-
vester, clamped on the structure. On the other hand, the wavenumber
transformation is accompanied by an amplitude decrease in the wave-
guide together with a strong amplification inside the rods. Leveraging
the interplay of these two effects, namely, amplification in the resona-
tors and deceleration in the host beam, we illustrate that, for a suffi-
ciently long excitation time, the mechanical delay line is able to
harvest six times the energy of a single harvester when they are
attached to the same structure and at the same location.

We consider the graded metamaterial illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
designed to comply with the sub-wavelength scale of locally resonant
systems;31 this is constructed using an aluminum beam
(Ea ¼ 70GPa; �a ¼ 0:33 and qa ¼ 2710 kg=m3), having thickness
h1 ¼ 10 mm and width b¼ 30mm, which is augmented by an array
of N¼ 30 resonating rods of variable height and a square cross-
sectional area of 5mm�5 mm. The array of consecutive rods is sepa-
rated by a constant lattice spacing of li ¼ 15mm, which is sub-
wavelength compared to the operational frequencies of the device
(k ’ 14li), and the array, of total length l2 ¼ 435 mm, is placed at
l1 ¼ 300 mm from the input source [Fig. 1(a)].

The dynamical behavior of the overall system is controlled by
tuning the longitudinal resonance of each rod to functionally provide
filtering behavior for wave propagation and modified dispersion in the
neighborhood of the resonance frequency. Here, the operational fre-
quency of each resonator is smoothly varied along the beam length,
and this slows down the wave propagation through the array increas-
ing the interaction time between the wave and the structure, as shown
in the schematic of Fig. 1(b); for the host beam, wave propagation can
only be modified by the dispersive nature of the medium [Fig. 1(b),

red wave packet]; in contrast, a carefully designed metamaterial is able
to dramatically decrease the speed of the wave [Fig. 1(b), black wave
packet]. This behavior is critical in achieving efficient electromechani-
cal energy conversion between an input source and a piezoelectric har-
vester [red and blue arrows in Fig. 1(a), respectively] mounted on one
of the resonators, whose height is defined in order to have a continu-
ous axial resonance frequency variation, which takes into account
additional mass added by the cantilever beams and the piezoelectric
patches.30 Specifically, the harvester has been designed in order to cou-
ple the axial fundamental mode with the flexural one of the cantilevers
[Fig. 1(a)].

Dispersion curves are an important tool in terms of understand-
ing the mechanism and designing the array, and they are shown in
Fig. 2(b), in which a unit cell dispersion relation is investigated for dif-
ferent rod heights hr ¼ hi þ rðhf � hiÞ=N spanning the range
between hi ¼ 250mm and hf ¼ 650mm. These dispersion curves are
for an infinite array of identical rods, each of the same height and
equally spaced, and this local dispersion behavior allows us to under-
stand how the graded array operates at the local spatial position corre-
sponding to each height; implicitly, the assumption is that the nearest
neighbors dominate the behavior of each rod and that the grading is
gradual. Each of the varying rod heights, hr, yields different dispersion
curves and, therefore, induces a different local wave speed, which is
the hallmark of the rainbow effect. For an operating frequency in the
neighborhood of f¼ 2.05 kHz, the modulation is, therefore, accompa-
nied by a wavenumber transformation [highlighted with dashed lines
in Fig. 2(b)] when the smooth modulation of the rod profiles is consid-
ered. i.e., when the parameter space ½hi; hf � is mapped within the phys-
ical space x 2 ½l1; l1 þ l2�. Consistent with the description using
dispersion, the group velocity cg ¼ @x=@j is modified by changing
rod heights and it is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) through solid lines.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the system. The rainbow device is made of an array of resonant rods covering a length depicted by l2, which are clamped on a host beam. The input
region is represented in red and it is located at a distance l1 from the array. The output region, corresponding to a rod equipped with four piezo-augmented cantilever beams
arranged in a cross-like shape, is represented in blue. Each piezoelectric patch is connected to a resistive load Ropt, and the harvesting mode couples the axial elongation of
the rod with the flexural deformation of the cantilevers. In the bottom part of the figure, a detailed view of an acoustic black hole that emulates absorbing boundary conditions
is shown. (b) Schematic of the desired metamaterial effect on the wave propagation. The red wave packet is a schematic representation of the output achievable through a
conventional harvester, i.e., without metamaterial. The black wave packet represents the amplification that can be obtained through a rainbow device.
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Specifically, cg decreases for the increasing height of the rods hr until it
is nullified for the 27th resonator, which is a key observation and,
hereafter, employed to enhance the harvested power of the 26th reso-
nator. The final three resonators in the array have heights such that, at
the operating frequency, we are in the bandgap and wave propagation
is disallowed and this acts to prevent wave propagation away from the
harvester. To be precise, the mechanism we have identified is rainbow
reflection32 since the zero group velocity and the strong impedance
contrast are achieved at the rod’s resonant frequency, namely, at the
bandgap opening.33 Previous works on acoustic experiments34 have
demonstrated that a non-linear graded profile yields focusing with
higher energy density when compared with a linear gradient. This
could be similarly investigated in elasticity to increase the benefits in
terms of energy conversion.

For the experimental setup, shown in Fig. 3, we have an array of
resonators clamped on the host beam through a set of screws and
spaced by l1 ¼ 300 mm from the left boundary. The applied torque
during the assembly slightly modifies the axial resonance frequency of
the rods, which is reduced of approximately 100Hz with respect to the
numerical prediction. At the left boundary, a LDS v406 electrodynamic
shaker is rigidly connected to the beam, to provide excitation, and an
accelerometer, PCB 352C33, is placed on the surface in order to mea-
sure the real acceleration induced by the shaker. The right boundary is
endowed with an acoustic black hole to prevent any spurious reflec-
tions; it is achieved by gradually varying the beam thickness and
through the addition of a dissipating material to emulate absorbing
boundaries.35–37

A piezoelectric PZT-5H harvester (Ep ¼ 61GPa ; �p ¼ 0:31;
qp ¼ 7800 kg=m3, dielectric constant eT33=e0 ¼ 3500, and piezoelectric
coefficient e31 ¼ �9:2C=m2) is placed at the position of the 26th reso-
nator and allows us to quantify the vibrational energy that is transduced
during the experimental tests. Specifically, each of the four piezoelectric
electrodes is independently attached to an optimal resistive load
R¼ 6.8 kX, whereby the resulting voltage drop is acquired in real time.

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the unit cell. (b) Dispersion relation associated with the unit cell made of the host beam equipped with the rth resonator, obtained using COMSOL
MultiphysicsVR . The colors represent the wave polarization factor p ¼ jwj2=ðjwj2 þ juj2 þ jvj2Þ (where u, v, and w are the displacements in the x, y, and z directions, respec-
tively), computed through numerical integration within the resonator spatial domain. The wavenumber and associated group velocity are highlighted in the neighborhood of the
working frequency with dashed lines and solid lines, respectively. For each longitudinal resonant frequency spanned by array of rods, a longer interaction between the waves
and the resonators is achieved by reducing the group velocity cg, i.e., increasing the wavenumber.

FIG. 3. Experimental setup. The excitation is provided through an electrodynamic
shaker (I). The rainbow metamaterial is mounted on an otherwise plain beam (II)
supplemented by an acoustic black hole (III), to prevent spurious reflections, and a
3D laser vibrometer used to measure the wavefield on the bottom surface of the
beam (IV). The input acceleration is measured through an accelerometer located
alongside the shaker (V), while the output power is measured by connecting the
piezo-electrodes to a passive resistive load. The system is suspended through elas-
tic cables located alongside the acoustic black hole (VII). A zoomed-in view of the
harvester (VIII) and the acoustic black hole profile (IX) is shown in the inset.
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The wavefield is measured on the bottom surface of the beam
through a Polytec 3D Scanner Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV),
which is able to separate the out-of-plane velocity field in both space
and time. A narrow-band spectrum excitation of central frequency at
2.05 kHz and width Df ¼ 0:14 kHz is synchronously started with the
acquisition which, in turn, is averaged in time to decrease the noise.
Two different testing conditions are considered: (a) only one resona-
tor, equipped with the harvester, is placed on the beam and (b) all the
resonators are present, whereby the metamaterial enables the wave
speed control. This enables us to quantify the difference between a
lone single harvester and the harvester embedded within the
metamaterial.

The resulting velocity field, for the single rod, is illustrated in
Fig. 4(a-I); since the beam is characterized by constant material prop-
erties along its main dimension, the associated wavelength is invariant

in space, as is clearly visible in the velocity profile in Fig. 4(a-II), corre-
sponding to the time instant illustrated with the horizontal dashed
line. In addition, at a generic point belonging to the beam, the imposed
wave drops to zero after approximately 25ms, which is highlighted in
the vertical cut of the velocity field shown in Fig. 4(a-III).

The corresponding spectrogram is shown in Fig. 4(b); it is com-
puted through a 2D Fourier Transform (FT) of the velocity field, prop-
erly windowed with a moving Gaussian function along x, which
results in the function v̂ zðj; x; f Þ. The dependence upon frequency is
eliminated by taking the RMS value in time, which allows us to define
the spectrogram as the amplitude jv̂ zðj; xÞj, displayed with colored
contours in Fig. 4(b), confirming that wave propagation occurs with-
out wavenumber transformation.38 Turning to the harvester embed-
ded within the metamaterial, the effect of the metamaterial is visible in
Fig. 4(c-I) and in the corresponding horizontal [Fig. 4(c-II)] and

FIG. 4. Experimental velocity field for a beam with (a) one resonating rod and (c) the metamaterial. The horizontal dashed lines are representative of the time instant t¼ 20 ms,
corresponding to the wave profile displayed on the top of the figure (II); at this time instant, the typical pattern of nodes and antinodes characterizing a standing wave is visible.
The vertical dashed line is representative of the temporal wave profile measured at x¼ 0.2 m and illustrated in the right side of the figure (III). Corresponding spectrograms for
(b) single resonator and (d) the metamaterial, with superimposed numerical dispersion for constant frequency and different resonator heights (dashed black line). While for the
single harvester, the wavenumber is constant in space, a relevant wavenumber transformation can be observed when the metamaterial is mounted on the beam.
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vertical [Fig. 4(c-III)] cuts. The associated wavelength varies along the
x-direction of the host beam, whereby its variation is accompanied by
amplitude decrease, as expected from the arguments presented earlier.
We also observe that the temporal response is delayed and that the
energy remains in the system for a longer time compared to the single
harvester, which further enhances the metamaterial effect. This effect
is created by the partial wave scattering and wave confinement occur-
ring inside the array, and this is further confirmed by comparison
between the expected wavenumber transformation (obtained with the
numerical model and represented with black dashed lines) and the
experimental spectrogram in Fig. 4(d). Finally, we quantify the energy
harvesting capabilities of the system by comparing the experimental
power output for the host beam with one resonator (red line) and the
power achieved through the metamaterial effect (blue line), as shown
in Fig. 5(a) (top), for the same excitation level. It is demonstrated that,
thanks to the careful design of the array of rods, the wave propagation
in the host beam is slowed down. As a result, a greater interaction time
between the wave and the harvester and a wave localization responsi-
ble for a field amplification on the rod endowed with the harvester are
guaranteed. This process reflects into a greater and delayed power
output.

In addition to these experimental results, a comparison with the
power calculated through a numerical simulation is shown in Fig. 5(a)
(bottom). The system is numerically modeled through ABAQUS CAE
2018VR , with a user subroutine introduced to include the electric resis-
tance,39,40 and imposing the experimental acceleration time history.
The output power is displayed in the bottom part of Fig. 5(a), for the
case of one resonator (red) and of a full metamaterial (blue). The
agreement between the experimental and the numerical data confirms
that the rainbow effect is the observed mechanism and that the system
is operating as we predict. The slightly different behavior between the
experimental and numerical EH results could be attributed to several
aspects, mainly connected to the effect of imperfections (rod heights,
tightening of the screws) and to the experimental spurious reflections
of the acoustic black hole that increase the energy confinement in the

host beam. As a matter of fact, the experimental/numerical agreement
is more than satisfactory for the case of a single resonator, demonstrat-
ing the correctness of the model. For the case of the array, in which
the number and the interplay of imperfections are by far larger than
before, some differences arise. The investigation of all these aspects is
out of the scope of this work but suggests future investigations on the
defect sensitivity of the device.

The accumulated energy for the two scenarios, the lone harvester
and the harvester embedded in the metamaterial, is then compared in
Fig. 5(b) in the range of 0� 50 ms, which corresponds to a total
energy of 0.12 lJ and 0.72 lJ, demonstrating a strong increase in the
harvesting capabilities. The advantage of the system is evident only
after a certain amount of time and benefits from a sufficiently continu-
ous, or long duration, source of excitation; if the excitation is discon-
tinuous or very short, the metamaterial is less efficient.30

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated potential
advantages in using a rainbow-based metamaterial for wave manipula-
tion and energy harvesting. The metamaterial capability of slowing
down waves enables a longer excitation of the resonators, which is
then reflected in a higher electric power production. This behavior can
be suitably employed for applications involving energy harvesting and
can be scaled at the micro-scale for the implementation of next genera-
tion vibration energy harvesting devices.

See the supplementary material for a detailed description of the
black hole geometry and energy harvesting details.
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